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Abstract

This paper discusses the techniques of image acquisition for 3D scene visualization and reconstruc-

tion applications (3DSVR). The existing image acquisition approaches in 3DSVR applications are

briey reviewed. There are still lacks of the studies about what principles are essential in the

design and how we can characterize the limitations of an image acquisition model in a formal way.

This paper addresses some of the main characteristics of existing image acquisition approaches,

summarized through a classi�cation scheme and illustrated with many examples. The results of

the classi�cation lead to general characterizations in establishing the notions (basic components)

for design, analysis and assessment of image acquisition models. The notions introduced include:

focal set, receptor set, reector set etc. The de�nitions of the notions are given and supported

with various examples (e.g. concentric panoramas, cataoptrical panoramas). The observations,

important issues, and future directions from this study are also provided.

1 Introduction

Image acquisition is a process for obtaining data from real 3D scenes. The role of the image

acquisition process has critical impacts on subsequent processes in 3D scene visualization and

reconstruction (3DSVR) applications1. An image acquisition model de�nes image-acquiring com-

ponents and their usages in the image acquisition process for a particular application. The

1For instance, the applications using panoramic images include stereoscopic visualization [HH98, PBE99,

WHK99a], stereo reconstruction [IYT92, Mur95, KS97, WHK99b, SS99], image-based rendering [Che95, MB95,

KD97, RB98], localization, route planning or obstacle detection in robot-navigation [IYT92, ZT92].



speci�cations of image acquisition models typically di�er between di�erent applications except of

some basic characterizations which will be discussed later. A scenario for developing an image ac-

quisition model should cover the following steps: (1) list the requirements and speci�cations of the

application under investigation; (2) sketch the problem(s) and available solution(s) or approaches;

(3) design an image acquisition model (involving pose planning, sensor design, illumination con-

ditioning etc) which may lead to solutions and satisfaction of practical constraints; (4) implement

and test the image acquisition model.

Conceptually, the closer the relation between the data acquired and the outcome expected

in a 3DSVR application, the simpler the processes involved and the better the performance.

QuicktimeVR [Che95] serves as a good example. However in reality there are some physical

constraints (such as temporal and spatial factors) and practical issues (e.g. cost, availability) that

complicate the design and the realization of an image acquisition model for a 3DSVR application.

Therefore it is important to study the constraints and issues as well as how they inuence the

design of image acquisition models.

Since di�erent image acquisition models result into di�erent subsequent processes providing

di�erent characteristics in respect to both geometrical and photometrical analysis, it is very risky

developing 3DSVR applications without serious considerations of the suitability of the image data

acquired for use in the intended application. Failures to assess the data may not only cause an

unnecessary complexity to the subsequent processes but even lead to an inability to ful�ll the

requirements of the application.

Some researchers see a need for designing new image acquisition system(s) especially for 3DSVR

applications. The point of view is that the traditional image acquisition models may/should not be

able to serve all kinds of tasks in 3DSVR applications. Researchers in the image-based rendering

community have also noticed this need/inadequacy. They recon�gured some components from the

traditional image acquisition models (e.g. a pinhole projection model with a pre-de�ned camera

motion) and received some interesting results (i.e. novel views generation without 3D reconstruc-

tions) [LH96, GGSC96, WFH+97, RB98, SH99]. However there are still lacks of the studies about

what principles are essential in the design and how we can characterize the limitations of an image

acquisition model in a formal way.

For being able to design, analyze and assess an image acquisition model, we need to estab-

lish the building-blocks (basic components) which construct the architecture of image acquisition

models. In the next section, the classi�cation of recent image acquisition approaches for 3DSVR

applications is presented. The results of the classi�cation characterize the existing image acqui-

sition approaches and lead to general characterizations in Section 3 establishing basic/general

components/notions for design, analysis and assessment of image acquisition models. The obser-

vations, important issues, and future directions from this study are addressed in the conclusion.
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Figure 1: A classi�cation tree of image acquisition approaches for 3D scene visualization and

reconstruction applications. See text for details.

2 Classi�cation

For simplicity, this paper mainly focuses on passive imaging2 and leaves the factors introduced by

active imaging to be incorporated later. To avoid the problems where the resulting classi�cation

becomes untraceable and lost in excessive detail, four binary classi�ers are used. They are de�ned

as follows:

Visual �eld: Circular/Non-circular

Focal point(s) associated with each image: Single/Multiple

Acquiring time: Di�erent/Same

Acquiring pose: Di�erent/Same

In Fig.1 the examples of the intermediate classes from the �rst two classi�ers are depicted. A

planar image and a cylindrical image (Fig.1 a and b) are examples for the non-circular and the

circular visual �eld classes. A pinhole projection model (Fig.1 c) is the example for the class of a

planar image associated with a single focal point. For the class of a planar image associated with

multiple focal points the three examples (Fig.1 d) are: each image column associates with a focal

point (left); each image row associates with a focal point (middle); and each image pixel associates

2The terms, active imaging and passive imaging, are frequently used to distinguish whether or not equipment

(such as lighting device or laser) is acting on the physical scene while carrying out image acquisition [KSK98].
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with a focal point (i.e. orthographic projection) (right). A central-projection panorama (Fig.1 e)

is the example for the class of a cylindrical image associated with a single focal point. For the

class of a cylindrical image associated with multiple focal points the three examples (Fig.1 f) are:

each image column associates with a focal point (left); each image row associates with a focal

point (middle); and each image pixel associates with a focal point (right).

Note that the temporal classi�er may be used in a exible way, that is, the acquiring time can

be conceptually rather than physically the same. For example, a binocular stereo pair, used in

stereo matching, acquired in a static scene under an almost constant illumination condition can

be regarded conceptually as having the same acquiring time. For the acquiring pose classi�er,

two other characteristics, translation and rotation, may be used to further specify the possible

classes.

Now let us look at some examples of the existing image acquisition approaches in the di�erent

classes. A typical example for class 1 is a video sequence. A video surveillance system is an

example for class 2 because it �xes the image acquisition system at a particular place. In class 3,

the binocular stereo pair acquisition is a typical example. More recently approaches such as light

�eld [LH96] and Lumigraph [GGSC96] also fall into class 3, where both approaches arrange the

poses of a pinhole camera to a planar grid layout and assume a constant acquiring time for their

applications. Re-sampling the acquired image data, which are parameterized into a 4D function,

generates a novel view for use in their visualization applications. Other examples in class 3 are

[LF94, AS97, SD97, MMB97, SGHS98, KS99]. In class 4, single still image capturing, currently

the most common image acquisition model, serves as an example.

In class 5, the image acquisition model used in three light-sources photometric stereo method

[KSK98] for 3D reconstruction is one of the examples, where the orthographic projection (non-

circular visual �eld and multiple focal centers); with only one of lights on for each image capturing

(di�erent acquiring time); and multiple views (di�erent acquiring poses) for a full 3D reconstruc-

tion are used. Another example in class 5 is reported in [RB98]. Considering 2.5D reconstruction

of a 3D scene from a single viewing pose, a well-known passive approach, depth from de/focusing,

is usually adopted. An example of such an approach which falls into class 6 is the multi-focus

camera with a coded aperture proposed in [HM98].

For class 7, an example is a three-line scanner system (pushbroom camera [GH97] on an

airplane) used in the terrain reconstruction or heat-spot sensing [SE96, RS97]. This setup is

characterized by (1) non-circular visual �eld; (2) each image column associates with a focal point,

(3) acquiring time is conceptually the same as performing the stereo matching; and (4) the poses

of each line-scanner are inherently di�erent.

Now we look at some examples of the approaches with circular visual �eld. In class 9, there

are quite a few systems already developed in research institutes or commercialized in industry

[ZWEa]. One of the applications for this so-called dynamic-panorama-video system is to allows

the user to visualize a real scene by virtually walking along a path (where data is acquired) and
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looking around 360� from any point in the path3. For instance, to visualize the interior of a

building (i.e. walking through corridor, lobby, rooms, etc), the path is planed and a robot (

on which a dynamic-panorama-video system is installed) implements the image acquisition. An

interactive explorer4 is developed, providing an interface for the user to explore the interior of

a building. Some image-based rendering techniques can be used to interpolate the missing data

(i.e. gaps/holes in synthesized image) or extrapolate the acquired data to some extent such that

the viewing space can be expanded to a certain degree.

The applications (e.g. environmental study; surveillance, etc) requiring a panoramic-video

system to be �xed at one position for a long period of time are members of class 10 (i.e.

static-panorama-video system). For example, a system was deployed on the bank of a lake (West-

lake, China) for monitoring environmental change and acquiring 360� panorama continuously for

the whole year in 1998. Some examples of the surveillance application can be found in [ZWEb]. A

well-known example for a single-focal-point panorama is QuickTimeVR [Che95] from Apple Inc.,

which falls into class 12. Using multiple single-focal-point panoramas to reconstruct a 3D scene,

class 11, S.B. Kang and R. Szeliski reported their results in [KS97]. Other similar examples are

[MB95, HH98, MW98]. The families of cataoptrical panorama used for 3D scene reconstruction

[GNT98, OHS99, Svo99, BN99] mostly belong to class 11, except for the con�guration: pinhole

projection model with a spherical mirror, which is of class 15.

H. Ishiguro et al. �rst proposed an image acquisition model that is able to produce multiple

panoramas by a single swiveling of a pinhole-projection camera, where each panorama is associated

with multiple focal points. It is of class 15. The model was created for the 3D reconstruction

of an indoor environment. Their approach reported in 1992 in [IYT92] already details essential

features of the image acquisition model. The modi�cations and extensions of their model have

been discussed by other works such as [PBE99, SH99, SKS99, SS99, HP00]. Other examples of

this class are [WHK99a, PPBE00].

3 Characterization

In this section we discuss some general notions which characterize the basic components that

are essential to most of the image acquisition models for 3DSVR applications. The notions in-

clude focal set, receptor set, projection-ray set, reector set, refected-ray set, temporal and spatial

factors.

A focal set is a non-empty set of focal points in 3D space. A receptor set is a non-empty set

of receptors (photon-sensing elements) in 3D space. In some cases, it is convenient to express

3The density of view points on a path depends on the frame rate of the video camera and the speed of the

movement during the image acquisition.
4A software that synthesizes a view (image) via resampling the acquired data according to current user's viewing

condition.
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the points in a point-set by a geometric primitive such as a straight line, curve, plane, quadratic

surface etc where all of the points lies on. For instance, the pinhole projection model contains

one focal point and a set of coplanar receptors. The orthographic projection model contains a set

of coplanar focal points and a set of coplanar receptors. The single-focal-point panorama (e.g.

QuickTimeVR) contains one focal point and a set of receptors laid on a cylinder/sphere while

the multiple-focal-points panorama contains a set of focal points on various geometrical forms

(such as vertical straight line, circle, disk, cylinder etc, see Fig.1 f) and a set of receptors on a

cylinder/sphere.

The association between focal points and receptors determines a particular subset of light

rays being captured in 3D space and the geometrical relations between light rays. A complete

bipartite set of focal and receptor sets is de�ned as f(p; q) : p 2 focal set and q 2 receptor setg. A

projection-ray set is a non-empty subset of the complete bipartite set, which satis�es the following

conditions:

1. (p; q) 2 projection ray set i� p and q satisfy pre-de�ned association rule(s);

2. 8p 2 focal set, there is at least a q 2 receptor set such that (p; q) 2 projection-ray set;

3. 8q 2 receptor set, there is at least a p 2 focal set such that (p; q) 2 projection-ray set.

For instance, the projection-ray set of a concentric panorama [HP00] can be characterized formally

as follows. The focal points are an ordered �nite sequence, p1; p2; : : : ; pn, which form a circle in

3D space. The set of receptors form 2D grid points on a cylinder which is co-axis to the circle

of the focal points. The number of column of the grid must be equal to n. The association rules

for p and q that determine whether (p; q) belongs to projection-ray set are as follows. (1) 8q 2

receptor set which belongs to the same column must be paired up to an unique pi 2 focal set.

(2) There is an ordered one-to-one mapping between each pi 2 focal set and each column of the

grid. In other words, the column of the grid in either counterclockwise or clockwise are indexed

as c1; c2; : : : ; cn such that 8q 2 ci is mapped to pi; i 2 [1::n].

A reector set, e.g. mirror(s), is used to characterize how light rays can be captured indirectly

by the system with respect to the actual scene. For instance, a hyperbolic mirror is used in

conjunction with the pinhole projection model for acquiring a wide visual �eld of a scene (e.g. 360�

panorama). Similarly, with the orthographic projection model, the parabolic mirror is adopted.

Such type of image acquisition model allows all the reected projection rays intersected in the

focus of the hyperboloid [Svo99, BN99], which poses a simple computational model for use in

3DSVR applications.

A reector set is a set of reectors' surface equations, usually a set of �rst or second order

continuous and di�erentiable surfaces in 3D space. Let P(reector set) denote the power set of

the reector set. De�ne a geometrical transformation T as follows:

T : ((p; q); S) 7! (p0; q0);
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where (p; q) 2 projection-ray set, S 2 P(reector set), and (p0; q0) 2 reected-ray set. The

transformation T is a function which transforms a projection ray with respect to an element

of P(reector set), and outputs the resulting reected ray. A reected-ray set consists of elements

with the same properties as in the projection-ray set, and obeys the condition 2 and 3 of the

projection-ray set de�ned before. When the transformations of a projection-ray set take place, a

unique element of P(reector set) is used. Formally,

reected-ray set = fT ((p; q); S) : (p; q) 2 projection-ray setg;

where S is one particular element of the power set of a reector set. In particular, when ; 2

P(reector set) is chosen, the resulting reected-ray set is identical to the original projection-ray

set. If the number of elements of the chosen S is more than one, the transformation can behave

as ray-tracing.

A single projection-ray set (or reected-ray set, we omit repeating this in the following text) is

not enough for most 3DSVR applications. Two factors are used to characterize the relationships

between multiple projection-ray sets. Temporal factor characterizes the acquiring-time di�erence

between projection-ray sets. Spatial factor describes geometrical relations (e.g. orientation and

translation) among the subsets of light rays captured in di�erent poses. The multiple projection-

ray sets can then be described by fJt;�g to distinguish the projection-ray sets taken at time t

and pose �. Multiple images, a collection of the projection-ray sets acquired in di�erent time

or pose fJt;�g, are a subset of a light �eld. All possible light rays in a speci�ed 3D space and

time intervals form a light �eld. Regardless time factor, to acquire a complete light �eld of a

medium-to-large scale space is already known to be very di�cult, or say, almost impossible to

achieve based on the technology available to date. Usually, few sampled projection-ray sets are

acquired for approximating a complete light �eld. Due to the nature of scene complexity, the

selections of optimal projection-ray samples become important factor to determine the quality of

the approximation of a complete light �eld of a 3D scene.

4 Conclusions

This paper discusses image acquisition approaches for 3D scene visualization and reconstruction

applications. The importance of the role of image acquisition and the impacts to the subsequent

processes in developing a 3DSVR application are addressed. It may be risky and inappropriate in

both the research and the developments of 3DSVR applications if we do not consider a possibility

that other/better image acquisition models might exist.

We designed and applied a classi�cation scheme for the existing image acquisition approaches

for 3DSVR applications. Some existing image acquisition approaches in 3DSVR applications are

briey reviewed. The results of the classi�cation lead to general characterizations in establishing

notions (basic components) for design, analysis and assessment of image acquisition models.
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In future we will look further to the relationship between applications and image acquisitions.

Given some conditions with respect to a particular 3DSVR application: (1) what is the capability

and limitation of an image acquisition model; and (2) what criteria should be used to evaluate

the developed image acquisition model in respect to its application?

An extension of this study could develop into a model that is able to automatically generate

(optimal) solution(s) of image acquisition model satisfying the image acquisition requirements

from a 3DSVR application. The success of the model has direct practical bene�ts for 3DSVR ap-

plications. With respect to a theoretical aspect5 it helps us to understand what image acquisition

can support to a 3DSVR application (capability analysis) as well as how far the support may go

(limitation analysis).
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